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I. INTRODUCTION

For reasons that are unclear to me, the committees reviewing the articles of the Uniform Commercial Code and drafting revisions are congenitally conservative. Perhaps these committees take their charge too seriously, namely, to revise, not to revolutionize. Perhaps their intimate knowledge of the subject matter exaggerates the importance of each section and consequently magnifies the apparent size of every change. In any case, my own experience with two such committees tells me that the members quickly become focused on revisions and amendments that any outsider would describe as modest. To the extent that the revision of any of the articles of the UCC is going to be more than modest, the push must come from academics or practicing commercial lawyers outside of these committees. In this Essay I accept my own offer to propose a modification in Article 9 that most commercial lawyers will think is more than modest. For myself, I claim only that it might be at the upper bound of modest change; viewed from a distance, it certainly is not revolutionary.

II. THE PROPOSAL AND ITS LEGAL EFFECT

I propose that the drafters of Article 9 repeal section 9-301(1). That subsection provides:

Except as otherwise provided in subsection (2), an unperfected security interest is subordinate to the rights of . . . (b) a person who becomes a lien creditor before the security interest is perfected . . . .

To one unfamiliar with Article 9 of the UCC, the consequences of such revision will not be obvious. To begin to understand those consequences, consider the first sentence of section 9-201:

---

* Robert A. Sullivan Professor of Law, University of Michigan Law School. I thank Robert Fogler, my research assistant, who performed the Augean task of digging through 888 cases in which trustees in bankruptcy challenged a creditor's security interest.

Except as otherwise provided by this Act a security agreement is effective according to its terms between the parties, against purchasers of the collateral and against creditors.\(^2\)

Section 9-201 makes even an unperfected security interest king of the hill "[e]xcept as otherwise provided by this Act."\(^3\) Unless some other rule contained in Article 9 deposes an unperfected security interest, it is king.\(^4\) Section 9-301(1)(b) does subordinate unperfected security interests to the rights of lien creditors. If that subsection were removed, the priority would be reversed and an unperfected security interest would be superior to a lien creditor's claim.

The direct and most obvious effect of the repeal of section 9-301(1)(b) would be to subordinate a creditor who had procured a judicial lien—usually after judgment and levy—to an unperfected secured creditor who had a security interest in the personal property on which the lien creditor levied.\(^5\) Because creditors with judicial liens on personal property\(^6\) are more scarce than wise men in President Clinton's Cabinet, this consequence would be unimportant.\(^7\) I predict that subordination of the judicial lien creditor's claim to an unperfected secured creditor's claim in

\(^2\) Id. § 9-201.

\(^3\) Id.

\(^4\) As Professor Carlson has pointed out, to describe the secured creditor as king is an overstatement. See David G. Carlson, Death and Subordination Under Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code: Senior Buyers and Senior Lien Creditors, 5 CARDOZO L. REV. 547 (1984). In fact, the creditor is subject not only to contrary rules in Article 9 but also to rules of the common law, such as those dealing with fraudulent conveyances and others that are brought to Article 9 via § 1-103. See id. at 563-64. Of course, a mere reference to § 1-103 does not provide a coherent answer because widespread introduction of common-law ideas would completely diminish the force of the clause in § 9-201. See id.

\(^5\) Perhaps the law could be written so that any secured creditor who failed to make a claim known within a reasonable period after a competing lien arose could not later assert it. The application of § 9-301(l)(c) would have that effect, at least with respect to buyers at any sale on lien creditor's foreclosure. Although buyers at such a sale would not be ordinary course buyers, they would be protected by § 9-301(l)(c) against the claims of any unperfected secured creditor.

\(^6\) This includes all such liens except garnishment and attachment liens on wages and bank accounts.


The LEXIS search that was used ("DATE AFT 1990 and UNPERFECT w/90 LIEN w/10 CREDITOR") produced 78 cases. Of the 13 cases involving a dispute between a non-trustee lien creditor and an unperfected secured creditor, nine involved government IRS liens and drug or burglary forfeiture liens.
Article 9 and outside of bankruptcy would go almost unnoticed by lawyers and courts.

Because trustees in bankruptcy are as ubiquitous as judicial lienors are scarce, the principal effect of the repeal of section 9-301(1)(b) would be in bankruptcy. As every commercial lawyer knows, § 544(a) of the Bankruptcy Code\(^8\) makes the trustee in bankruptcy a hypothetical lien creditor on the date the petition is filed. From that date the trustee in bankruptcy has the rights that a hypothetical lien creditor would have under state law. Indirectly, the combination of § 544(a) and section 9-301(1)(b) elevates not only the trustee in bankruptcy—our hypothetical lien creditor—but also his or her flock of unsecured creditors of the bankrupt debtor over unperfected secured creditors. Because the trustee in bankruptcy uses § 544(a) to strike down the unperfected security interest, the unsecured creditors who have claims against the bankruptcy estate are enriched. This is because the collateral that is released from the avoided security interest is treated merely as an asset of the estate and, thus, subject to all of the claims of the unsecured creditors.

Section 544(a)(1) rides on state law; it gives the federally created trustee in bankruptcy only the rights that a lien creditor has under state law.\(^9\) Therefore, a repeal of section 9-301(1)(b), that subordinates the lien creditor to the unperfected secured creditor in state law, also subordinates the trustee in bankruptcy. Nothing in § 544(a) or in any other section of the Bankruptcy Code gives the trustee in bankruptcy an independent right under federal law to strike down an unperfected security interest.\(^10\)

Before one considers the arguments for and against my proposal, understand how limited its effect is. Mostly it will impose the same priority on unsecured creditors in bankruptcy that would apply to them

\(^9\) See id. § 544(a)(1).
\(^10\) Under current law the trustee in bankruptcy could use 11 U.S.C. § 547, to attack a security interest that had not been perfected at the time the bankruptcy was filed. The change that I propose in § 9-301 would remove that right because the definition of the “time of transfer” and of “perfection” in itself depends on state law. With the removal of § 9-301(1)(b), § 547(e) would make an unfiled security interest—now defined as unperfected—into a perfected security interest under § 547(e)(1)(B). This is because after it attached, no “creditor on a simple contract” could acquire a judicial lien that would be superior to the interest of the secured creditor. Therefore, “perfection” for bankruptcy purposes would occur at the same time as attachment. Accordingly, § 547(e)(2)(A) would treat the transfer as made at the time such transfer takes effect between the transferor and transferee. All this would mean that the transfer would be outside the 90-day preference period if the security interest attached more than 90 days prior to the petition; if within the 90-day period, the transfer would still not be preferential if value were given by the secured creditor simultaneously with the attachment of the security interest.
outside bankruptcy. Section 9-201 now grants priority to unperfected secured creditors over unsecured creditors unless the former procure a lien. Only a minuscule part of all unsecured creditors in and out of bankruptcy ever procure judicial liens. Therefore, my proposal would merely put these unsecured creditors in bankruptcy in the same status that they would suffer outside of bankruptcy, namely, a status subordinate to the unperfected secured creditors.

Note, too, that many creditors under the current version of the Uniform Commercial Code achieve perfection and the attendant priority without filing, taking possession of the collateral or performing any other public act. For example, a secured purchase money seller of consumer goods has an automatically perfected security interest superior not only to unsecured creditors, but also to subsequently secured creditors and to lien creditors. Section 9-302(1) gives a series of less important examples of creditors who achieve priority over others simply by executing a security agreement with the debtor. Therefore, superiority of one who has done no public perfecting act is not unknown to Article 9, nor has such priority caused any obvious difficulties for the credit market.

Understand what the repeal of section 9-301(1)(b) would not do. It would not give an unperfected secured creditor priority over a perfected secured creditor under section 9-312. Thus, if secured creditors wished to have protection against other secured creditors, they would still have to perfect their security interest, usually by a filing. For that reason, many secured creditors would file financing statements even under the regime I propose.

The basic argument for my proposal is straightforward—to eliminate waste. This waste is the cost of unnecessary filings and needless litigation over the efficacy of secured creditors' perfection. I also argue that fairness supports my proposal; on that question I would expect reasonable people to differ. Consider the arguments.

III. FAIRNESS

Does fairness dictate that unperfected secured creditors be subordinated to lien creditors? To subsequent unsecured creditors? Although the section that I would repeal, section 9-301(1)(b), nominally subordinates unperfected secured creditors to lien creditors, its real impact in the law as practiced in today's bankruptcy and commercial courts

11. The following argument owes much to similar arguments made by Professor John McCoid. See John C. McCoid II, Bankruptcy, the Avoiding Powers, and Unperfected Security Interests, 59 AM. BANKR. L.J. 175 (1985). In his article, Professor McCoid also examines the history of the bankruptcy trustee's avoidance powers. Id. at 189-90.
is to subordinate the unperfected secured creditors to unsecured creditors who have no lien. The perverse effect of the combination of § 544(a) and section 9-301(1)(b) is a reversal of the priority in bankruptcy between an unperfected secured creditor and an unsecured creditor that would prevail under section 9-201 outside of bankruptcy. Therefore, in evaluating the fairness of my proposal, I argue that one should view the competitors as an unperfected secured creditor on one side, and an unsecured creditor without a lien on the other. To suggest that the true competitor is a lien creditor is to ignore today's reality in which judicial liens are few and bankruptcies are many.

If one so views the competition (i.e., between an unperfected secured creditor and an unsecured creditor without a lien), it is easy to argue that the secured creditor should have priority. The secured creditor has at least taken a security interest; by hypothesis the unsecured creditor has not. Although some state laws formerly elevated subsequent unperfected unsecured creditors over unperfected security interests, those laws changed with the adoption of section 9-201. The very adoption of section 9-201 is a judgment by the drafters of Article 9 and by the legislatures of all fifty states that it is right and proper that an unperfected security interest should have superiority over an unsecured creditor's claim. The adoption of section 9-201 reversed the contrary laws of several states.12

Fundamentally, section 9-201 rests upon the empirical judgment that few if any general creditors rely on the filing records when they lend. Neither the plumber, carpenter, accountant, Commonwealth Edison nor any other thousands of general creditors check the files to determine who has a financing statement on file before it decides whether it will extend unsecured credit in the form of the sale of goods or services. In the words of the trade, these are "non-reliance creditors" and are not entitled to protection of a lack of filing because they would not rely on it in any case.

It is exactly these people—the dross of Article 9 subordinated by section 9-201—whom the trustee transforms into the precious persons entitled to section 9-301(1)(b)'s priority even though none of them has ever procured a lien. One might respond that some of these creditors could and would themselves have procured judicial liens—and so the benefits of section 9-301(1)(b)—had the same result not been available by pushing the debtor into bankruptcy. That is a fair claim, but I wonder how much it proves. Being an unsecured creditor in a bankruptcy in

which the trustee or the debtor-in-possession is treated as a secured creditor is not the same as being a lien creditor in one's own right. A person who becomes a lien creditor obtains a property right in the particular asset to which the lien attaches. In bankruptcy, on the other hand, one simply shares along with many other pigs at the trough. In that sense, putting a debtor into bankruptcy and enjoying the benefits of § 544(a) is not the same as enjoying the benefits of a lien under state law. That is at least one reason why unsecured creditors should not think of bankruptcy for their debtors as an alternative to their own lien.

Nevertheless, I concede that some unsecured creditors would have a greater incentive to procure a judicial lien in a regime where bankruptcy was infrequent or the trustee enjoyed no lien creditor rights than in the current regime. For the reasons given above, I believe the number of unsecured creditors that would procure a judicial lien in the former but not the latter regime is quite small.

If one ignores bankruptcy and focuses on state law competition between unperfected secured creditors and lien creditors, what is fair? Some potential lien creditors might act or fail to act in reliance upon the state of the filing record. For example, a prospective lien creditor might levy on a particular asset and fail to levy on another because the UCC filings appear to show that there is no security interest on either and because the first was more valuable or easily liquidated than the second. If a secured creditor has an undisclosed but superior security interest in the first asset, the lien creditor might be injured, at least to the extent of the cost of the levy. If the second asset were sold to a bona fide purchaser or subjected to a superior claim by the time our creditor turns to it, the creditor's loss would be greater. Conceivably, too, the potential lien creditor could rest upon existing rights and not pursue lien rights upon default if the record were devoid of filing and he or she was so lulled into the belief that there were many assets available. Of course, once it became known that unfiled security interests were superior to judicial liens, neither of these forms of reliance would be reasonable.

In an elaborate article dealing with lien creditors' claims on real property, Professor Schechter has argued that unfiled claims should be subordinate to lien creditors' claims.13 Part of his argument is based on

13. Dan S. Schechter, Judicial Lien Creditors Versus Prior Unrecorded Transferees of Real Property: Rethinking the Goals of the Recording System and Their Consequences, 62 S. CAL. L. REV. 105 (1988). Under the real property priority rules of many states, including New York, California and Ohio, unrecorded transfers of real estate to bona fide purchasers have priority over subsequent lien creditors even though they are subordinate to the rights of subsequent purchasers. In effect, the recording laws of these states treat lien creditors as non-reliance parties and do not protect them. See, e.g., CAL. CIV. CODE § 1214 (West 1982 & Supp. 1993);
cases that illustrate the reliance of potential lien creditors. Ignoring for
the moment the differences between personal property and real property
and the differences in reliance that might attend a lien creditor's claim on
one versus the other, I do not find Professor Schechter's citations pers-
suasive. The illustrations in his footnote 95 of "number of cases" that
show reliance are three. One is from 1965, one from 1931, and the
third is from 1928.

That real estate law routinely grants priority to unrecorded transfer-
ees over subsequent lien creditors suggests that at least some believe it to
be the fairest outcome. In real property law, it is common for an unre-
corded real estate transfer to be subordinate to the rights of a subsequent
bona fide purchaser, but superior to the rights of a subsequent lien credi-
tor. Presumably, these decisions are based on ad hoc judgments about
lien creditors' reliance and about the fairness of their subordination.
Some courts openly question the injury suffered by the subordination of a
lien creditor in these circumstances. I do not believe that fairness dic-
tates victory for the lien creditor over an unperfected secured creditor.
The potential injury inflicted by a failure to file is so problematic and
inconsequential that I see no unfairness in asking a lien creditor to suffer
that hypothetical injury.

But treating the conflict as one between an unperfected secured
creditor and a lien creditor misses the point. Because the real competitor
for the unperfected secured creditor is not a lien creditor under state law
but an unsecured creditor whose debtor is in bankruptcy, I think it ulti-
mately unnecessary to argue the morality of an unperfected secured cred-
itor's supremacy over a lien creditor. In summary, the real fairness
argument—that an unsecured general creditor without a lien has a moral
claim to superiority over the rights of an unperfected secured creditor—

N.Y. REAL PROP. LAW §§ 290-291 (McKinney 1989); OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 5301.25(A)
(Anderson 1989).
14. Schechter, supra note 13, at 135 n.95.
15. Because the dollar amounts are likely to be larger and the collateral harder to hide or
to dispose of, one might hypothesize that both secured and unsecured creditors would rely
more heavily on the record when they are dealing with real estate than when they are dealing
with personal property, particularly personal property such as accounts or proceeds that are
short-lived and readily subject to disposition.
16. Schechter, supra note 13, at 135 n.95.
17. Id. (citing Hansen v. G & G Trucking Co., 236 Cal. App. 2d 481, 46 Cal. Rptr. 186
(1965); Caltrider v. Caples, 153 A. 445 (Md. 1931); and Iknoian v. Winter, 94 Cal. App. 223,
270 P. 999 (1928)).
18. See Osin v. Johnson, 243 F.2d 653, 657 (D.C. Cir. 1957); Davis v. Johnson, 246 S.E.2d
297, 300-01 (Ga. 1978); Aberdeen Fed. Sav. & Loan Ass'n v. Empire Manufactured Homes,
was properly rejected by the drafters of section 9-201. It has been resurrected only by the alchemy of § 544(a) and section 9-301(1)(b).

IV. WASTE

My basic argument for the superiority of an unperfected security interest depends not on fairness; it depends on efficiency. My proposal could eliminate waste in two ways. First, the proposal would render certain filings by secured creditors unnecessary. Those who seek priority only over the trustee in bankruptcy and not over other perfected secured creditors or bona fide purchasers would not need to file. Second, and more importantly, my proposal would eliminate a significant percentage of all of the litigation under Article 9, namely, litigation on the question of whether a particular security interest is perfected.

First consider the cost of filing itself. One must decide where to file, prepare the documents for filing, present them for filing, pay the fee, and later check whether one's own filing has been properly made. Undoubtedly, some accomplish these through clerical personnel; however, others engage an expensive lawyer to ensure the filing is properly performed. If the creditor's only interest is in defeating a trustee in bankruptcy and the creditor is unconcerned about other competitors, the creditor can save the entire cost of preparing, filing, searching and the like.19

The greater cost of the current system arises from litigation over perfection. Here lawyers will be involved on both sides and both (one directly and the other indirectly) will be paid by the creditors. Because this litigation arises mostly in bankruptcy, the secured creditor will pay its lawyer directly, and the unsecured creditors, who are the beneficiaries of the insolvent bankruptcy estate, will pay the trustee and the trustee's lawyer indirectly.

With the help of a research assistant and LEXIS, I have tried to find all of the cases in bankruptcy between the beginning of 1980 and the end of 1990 in which the issue before the court was the perfection of a security interest in personal property. These are cases in which the trustee used § 544(a) to challenge the perfection of the secured creditor's security interest. Although the search revealed 888 reported decisions, less than half actually involved disputes over the perfection of a security interest. Some dealt with the attachment of a security interest under section 9-203, some with security in real property that my proposal will not

address, and a few contained no issue at all concerning perfection. Ultimately, I found 343 reported cases in which the perfection issue would never have been litigated under my proposed regime. In all of them the trustee in bankruptcy would have been subordinate and the secured creditor would have taken the asset or been treated as a perfected secured creditor within the Bankruptcy Code.

Finding 343 cases is only the beginning of wisdom. How should one evaluate the savings in lawyers' and trustees' fees that could have been enjoyed had none of these issues been litigated? First, how much on average do these cost? The most direct costs are lawyers' fees, second are trustees' fees and the time of the court system. In addition, of course, there is the time and cost of various witnesses and experts, investigation and the like. The estimation is further complicated by the fact that some of the cases went all the way to the court of appeals, an expensive proposition, whereas many were settled on motion before the bankruptcy court.

20. There were 15 cases in the courts of appeals, 27 cases in the district courts, and 301 in the bankruptcy courts.


But there are still more uncertainties. How many reported decisions were not captured by the research? Worst of all, how many decisions are unreported? Should one assume that for every mouse seen, forty go undetected? Or is the ratio only one for one or five for one? I have no way of knowing, but surely not all of the opinions were reported, and I suspect that my reported opinions are a small minority of the total. In my judgment, society's total expenditure on these cases—all saved under my proposal—could not be less than millions per year, and it might be as high as tens of millions.

Clearly the elimination of many filings and much litigation about the legal effect of such filings will produce a large efficiency dividend.


22. One could make an accurate and quite reliable estimate of the costs of litigating perfection, but beyond my search of the reported cases, I have not attempted to do that. My research is basically bar stool research in which one questions a bankruptcy judge or bankruptcy lawyer on the next stool about his or her estimate of the cost in lawyers' fees of a perfection dispute in the bankruptcy court. My bar stool research has turned up such widely varying figures that I should be embarrassed to report them. One of my respondents who routinely represents trustees in these kinds of disputes says that in a complete, straightforward case, where there was no evidence to be presented other than the financing statement and no investigation to be done other than to procure the financing statement his fee would be no more than $750 to $1000. He was quick to point out that in another case last year his firm had charged $50,000 in a long suit with a secured creditor over its perfection. That respondent estimated that there are 100 unreported cases for every reported case. A second bankruptcy lawyer from the other end of the country estimated that the normal fee would be between $5000 and $10,000 and that the ratio of unreported to reported cases would be 20 to 1. My third respondent, a big city lawyer from Chicago, estimated the secured creditor's lawyer's fee in most of the cases worth arguing is $10,000 and up and believes that the ratio of unreported to reported decisions might be even higher than 100 to 1. My bankruptcy experts also disagreed on the question whether the number of perfection disputes is diminishing, rising or staying about the same.

If one starts with my 343 cases and assumes there are 100 unreported cases for every reported case, one concludes there are 34,300 cases in my eleven-year sample. Then if one assumes that the average cost of those cases including lawyers' fees for both sides, the time of the judge and the court apparatus and the cost of witnesses, is $10,000 per case, the total cost of these priority disputes over the eleven-year term would be nearly $350 million. That comes to an annual cost of more than $30 million, a number to be respected. If, on the other hand, one assumes that the ratio of unreported to reported is only 20 to 1 and that the cost per case is only $2000, then the total cost over the eleven-year period would be approximately $14 million, and annual cost would still be more than $1 million. I tend to believe that the higher number is closer than the lower one, but if pressed, I would quickly retreat into uncertainty.
The money that would otherwise be spent in filing, checking files and litigating over such filings will be available to the players in the credit market—secured and unsecured creditors and debtors. But the removal of the protection that is now afforded unsecured creditors in bankruptcy might itself stimulate wasteful behavior by those unsecured creditors in their effort to maintain their current position. One can only guess at the probability of such behavior and at its costs, but if its costs outweigh the benefits of the efficiencies to be gained, then my proposal should be rejected on efficiency grounds alone.

What are these potential inefficiencies? How likely are they to occur? And what is their cost? If general creditors act in reliance upon the state of the record (and in ignorance of their subordination under section 9-201 or in the confidence of their superiority over unperfected interests because of § 544(a) and section 9-301 in case of bankruptcy), it is conceivable that a change in the law will cause those creditors to take other action in order to return themselves to satisfactory protection. In response to my proposal, they could charge higher prices, they could take and perfect security themselves or they might even choose not to sell on credit. Neither common sense, anything in the data on bankruptcy, nor any of the anecdotal evidence I know about creditor behavior would support such a prediction.

Put yourself in the shoes of a perspicacious unsecured creditor. Under what circumstances would it make sense for you to change your current behavior because of the adoption of a proposal that I have made? First, you will be aware that outside of bankruptcy your claim is already subordinated to claims of unperfected secured creditors under section 9-201. That is to say, my proposal makes no change in the unsecured creditor’s status, except in the case in which the creditor procures the judicial lien itself or in which the debtor is forced into bankruptcy and the trustee asserts a judicial lien on the unsecured creditor’s behalf. In order to justify any change in your behavior because of the abolition of section 9-301(1)(b), you must have assumed in the current regime that you might be getting a lien or that some set of its debtors are likely to file for bankruptcy. To reiterate, my proposal does not change the relative priority of an unperfected security interest versus an unsecured creditor who has no judicial lien if the debtor is not in bankruptcy. To stir yourself in response to section 9-301(1)(b)’s repeal means that currently you must place some significant value on the potential right to be a lien creditor or recognize that some significant part of your debtors will find their way into bankruptcy and that your reward in bankruptcy will be diminished because of my proposal.
Because the average unsecured creditor's return is already so low as to approach insignificance in bankruptcy, it seems implausible that even a large reduction of that tiny return would justify a creditor's change in behavior. In a typical Chapter 11 case the unsecured creditor gets something like fifteen cents on the dollar (and perhaps a promise of future payments with an uncertain value); in the average Chapter 7 case the unsecured creditor gets something like four cents on the dollar. Even if they were to lose that entire amount, it would be wasteful to take even moderately expensive steps to protect their claims. I predict, therefore, that inefficiencies caused by my proposal (in the form of wasteful unsecured creditor protective actions) would be de minimus.

If the efficiency gains from the reduction in filing and the elimination of litigation are as large as they might be, it is plausible that the unsecured creditors' share of those gains would exceed any loss that the unsecured creditors would suffer in bankruptcy because of their subordination in the new regime to unperfected secured creditors. Undoubtedly, the secured creditors would hope to pocket any savings enjoyed because of the absence of litigation over perfection and the reduction of filing costs. But in a competitive market, it is unlikely that all of the efficiency gains would rest in their pockets.

If the creditors' costs decline in a competitive market, one would expect the charges for credit to decline and thus for the debtor to enjoy some of the gains from the efficiency. Part of the debtor's gain could be passed in turn to the unsecured creditors in the form of greater payments prior to bankruptcy or in the form of greater payments in bankruptcy (because the debtor would theoretically be more solvent under the new regime having shared in the benefits of the new efficiency than under the current, less efficient regime). Because the unsecured creditors' average distributions in bankruptcy are already so low, it would take only a small

---


Professor White used her own data and some data from other studies to compute her average values. In small Chapter 11 bankruptcies she found an average payoff to unsecured creditors of 14% to 16% at the time of reorganization plan adoption, plus promises to pay 18% to 22% more in future installments. White, supra. The latter figures are not discounted, to account for delay in payment, or promises unfulfilled. For large Chapter 11 bankruptcies, the studies found an average payoff ranging from 49% to 69%. White, supra.
added dividend to make up any loss suffered to the secured creditors because of section 9-301(1)(b)'s repeal.

In summary, it is plausible that the efficiencies gained from eliminating some filings and much expensive litigation would be more than enough to cover any wealth transfer from the unsecured creditors to the secured creditors that might also occur as an incidental result of the repeal of section 9-301(1)(b). The real losers from my proposal are trustees, lawyers for the trustee and lawyers for the secured creditors who currently reap a fee from litigating over the question of perfection. If the remainder of my hypothesis is true, that expenditure is social waste.

V. FEDERAL LAW

In closing, I address an argument against my proposal that is completely unrelated to fairness or efficiency. Some maintain that there is no point in changing section 9-301(1)(b) because the Congress—which clearly has the power to do so—will simply amend § 544(a) to grant the trustee priority over unfiled security interests. There are several responses to that counsel of despair.

First, the same reasons that cause the states to repeal section 9-301(1)(b) should keep the Congress from amending § 544(a). If states believe it is fair that the trustee in bankruptcy should be subordinated to a secured creditor who has not filed a financing statement, why should the Congress differ? If it is waste for the trustee in bankruptcy to challenge inartfully perfected security interests, it is waste for the citizens of the United States, not just waste for the residents of a particular state. If my argument is right, it should persuade the Congress as well as the states.

A second response to the prophets of despair arises from recent history in the Congress. In the 1978 enactment of the Bankruptcy Reform Act and the subsequent amendments to that Act, the Congress has paid respect to the various forms of automatic perfection (i.e., perfection without filing) that have always been a part of section 9-302 of the UCC. Even though a variety of secured creditors are given perfection and priority over lien creditors without any public action, the Congress has never overturned this rule by expanding the powers of the trustee in bankruptcy. If, therefore, I am right in the arguments I make here, I see no reason why they should not persuade the Congress as well as the states.
VI. CONCLUSION

In my view, both the fairness and the efficiency arguments favor the change that I propose. Nowhere has God said that it is more fair for an unperfected secured creditor to be subordinate to a lien creditor than vice versa. In bankruptcy, where the real beneficiaries are unsecured creditors without liens, fairness—as expressed by the current section 9-201—tips my way. And the efficiency gains seem clear. The repeal of section 9-301(1)(b) might induce some inefficient behavior by unsecured creditors. But that is only speculation, and the modest return from any such behavior makes it improbable that any clear thinking creditor would pursue such wasteful behavior. If the truth were known, the expenditures that I would avoid may come close to a deadweight loss. They are expenditures that cost much but benefit creditors and debtors little.